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BEHIND THE HEADLINES—

Hartley Again Mixed Up With
Hate-Labor Group
What has happened to Fred Hartley, co-author of the
Taft-Hartley Act?
Well, he’s still carrying on his campaign against lalxir.
In February, 1949, the former New Jersey Congress
man was dected president of the lalxir-baiting Tool Owners’
Union. That’s the group labeled Fascist by one of Gov. Toni
Dewey’s Organizations, the New York State Board of Stand
ards and Appeals. •
Now he is handling Washington affairs of the National
Foundry Association (NFA) formerly the National Found
ers’ Association. The NFA has a long history of labor-hat
ing activities, dating back to the early 1900’s. They are the
same group who in the ’20’s hired thugs to break up strikes.
“These strike-breakers are frequently recruited from men
with criminal records, many of whom are willing to carry
on the work of thugs for those who employ them, as the
court records abundantly testify.
After the Wagner Law passed in 1935, the NFA con
fined its activities U) lobbying against any measure which
might help labor.
Now Hartley will be carrying on its work. The NFA
picked a man it can depend on.

There's A Limit
1 do not need to tell you that the inexorable law of dim
inishing returns has not been repealed, and that sooner or
later, if private enterprise is to survive there must come a
stop to higher and higher taxes.

The 42 million citizens who voted last Novemlier repre
sented fewer than half the men and women over 21.

"Well, that'll hold it!"

Aluminum-A Key To Defense, And A
Tax On Your Pocketbook

By IRVING FAGAN & CUSHMAN REYNOLDS
For Labor Press Association
PiiMWmJ every Thursday at East Liverpool, Ohio, by the N. B. of O. P., owning and
operating the Beat Trades Newspaper and Job Piiudng Plant in the State
Washington (LPA)—One of the key materials in the defense
■Htared at Poet Office. East Liverpool, Ohio, April 20,
as second-class matter.
program is aluminum. Without it, you can’t build air power, for they
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muke airplanes of aluminum. In addition, a lot of aluminum goes into
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other military equipment and supplies.
s
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So you’d better watch the aluminum situation because the “white
metal” is in tir^t supply. They’ve already cut civilian consumption
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by 25 percent, u 1 cut it further in April. Meanwhile, they’ve got to
virtually double the capacity to produce the stuff. And aluminum is
the most monopolized of our domestic industries.
Now aluminum doesn’t come from the mine in metallic form. They
dig a gravelly substance called bauxite out of the ground and trans
form it into aluminum by a process consuming incredible amounts of
electric power. Most of the bauxite ih our aluminum comes from the
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northeastern coast of South America, although some is dug in Ark
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need for vast amounts of cheap electricity. And before the discussion
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the union-supported Public Affairs Institute and a man who’s given
a great deal of scholarly attention to the aluminum problem. He re
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viewed the whole aluminum story the other day for the benefit of the
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Anderson submitted 50 pages of testimony, too much for us to
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tell you about in a column. But we can pick some of the highlights.
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Manufacturers.
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There used to be only one company making aluminum. Now there
are three, but the big company still dominates the show, turning out
DECORATING STANDING COMMITTEE
about 50 percent of all the aluminum made in America, sets the price,
Manufacturer!
ROBERT DIETZ. Sr., W. A. BETZ, RAY BROOKS
and can do about as it pleases with some 17,000 “independent” fab
Operatives-JAMES SLAVEN, OSCAR SWAN, ROSE STEWART
ricators of aluminum products. The big company is the Aluminum
Company of America (ALCOA). The other two are Reynolds Metals
and Kaiser, who bought governnfent-built plants cheap right after
The Price Of Liberty
the war. There won’t be any more primary producers unless the gov
f 1
1 ’ Workers on American railroads, knowing something of ernment subsidizes them. The original investment is too great, and
the advantages of the economic system under which our there’s the power question.
But, says Anderson: “It is my belief, from years of study of the
country has grown and prospered, are not likely to be in aluminum
industry, that the 'light metals age’ will be ushered in
veigled into exchanging that system for any other that can really when there are a half dozen or more medium to large sized
not measure up to the standards we have already attained. non-integrated aluminum-making companies in the United States.
No 5-year or any other plan of other countries and systems Real competition will not be present in the industry until this hap
pens .... Some of us who had something to do with the postwar dis
has brought to their people such advantages as we enjoy posal
pattern thought that real competition would be furthered by
today.
having three strong integrated aluminum companies. I, for one, am
While comparisons are often invidious, we should never now convinced that this way leads to no real competition, that we
seek to establish such conditions as will provide a big source
; forget that whereas the American worker earns $10 in 8 should
of raw materials for a large number of companies that are competing
hours on a national average and the British worker must with each other in the market place, all assured of a common source
toil 19 hours to earn the same amount, the worker under the of dependable raw material upon which to base their attempts to win
• Russian communistic system must work 81 hours for his public favor.”
ALCOA doesn’t see things quite the same way—and ALCOA has
$10.
powerful friends in Washington where the agents of big business are
j Among the various freedoms that may be enumerated taking hol'd of the defense program. Nor does the Aluminum Com
arid which are enjoyed by Americans the worker in what pany of Canada (ALCAN) which is owned by an outfit called Alum
Limited whose ownership we’ll tell you about further on.
ever category prizes highly that of the free labor movement. iniumHere
what ALCAN—a Canadian company—thinks the US ought
is one freedom that is soon lost when a totalitarian to do: buy’s aluminum
which ALCAN proposes to make in a huge sys
seatim of government takes over. Government by fiat rather tem of plants still to be built up in British Columbia some 80 miles
n>any1 by iaw has little regard for the rights of the individual. from the Alaska line. It would take about five years to complete the
W it The road t0 freedom has been a long one, and it has been plan. ALCAN would have to build a city, docks, dams io generate
Xat,Swn with difficulties. Tyrannies of many forms have power, bring bauxite from South America by ship through The Panama
and build rail connections to take out the finished aluminum.
wfii-varted, at least temporarily, the march of free men. And Canal
Meanwhile, ALCOA wants to develop a project of its own in Alaska
pr erty once attained must ever be carefully guarded. The not far from the ALCAN site. In the end, American taxes would pay
tion^t of its enjoyment is high, and vigilance in its behalf can for either project or both. So Americans had better be sure of what
they want.
himver be relaxed without risk.
Now, take a lesson in monopoly. ALCOA isn’t pressing its own
to £
{iroject very hard—and isn’t opposing ALCAN’s very hard, either.
Jut this is no surprise to people who know the aluminum business, for
Representation Only Safeguard
ALCOA and ALCAN are virtually the same company. Eleven persons
who own upward of 50 percent of ALCOA also own upward of 50 per
orgai jrUll representation of labor and management in the de- cent
of Aluminium Limited which owns ALCAN outright. (A recently
,*4^e program is essential to the preservation of American announced court plan breaking up this dual ownership will take 10
J™*ative, teamwork and freedoms. This is comjiellingly cm- years to complete, is view with suspicion.)
Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer thinks we ought to con
5£.?2jsized by the American Federation of Labor in urging the
sider the British Columbia idea that ALCAN has been trying to peddle
paramount importance of teamwork in defense. What the here
although mobilization chief Charles E. Wilson appears to have
AFL has to say on the subject should be required reading been warned off. Dewey Anderson also thinks we ought to consider
for every American and particularly for every
it—sometime in the 1960’s.
For the present, says Anderson, we’d better expand the domestic
executive, from the President down.
industry unless we want to feed a world monopoly that eventually will
Teamwork, as the AFL point out, has always character drive US aluminum makers out of business. He proposes “that we
ized American life. The early colonists overcame almost in proceed with the utmost dispatch consistent with sound planning to
superable odds because they met together in common council expand the number of American producers and the size of the Ameri
and found the best way to do things. Otherwise they could can aluminum-making plant, always keeping in mind that its survival
value is vitally important. Then, if and when we find that circum
not have survived. This spirit of freemen working together stances
and powers beyond our control determine that the ALCAN
as partners has been basic in American progress right up to project is to be completed, we will have a healthy large-sized com
now. So Americans bring to the defense effort an unusual petitive American aluminum industry capable of meeting most of our
quota of resourcefulness, initiative, experience in working to own needs and of demonstrating what a competitive economy can con
to economic stability and growth.”
gether. “These are priceless and must not be stifled,” the tribute
To do this, the government will have to make it attractive for new
AFL declares and continues:
producers to enter the industry. New sources of power must be de
“We are moving toward a different way of life from any veloped in the river valleys despite the protests of the private utilities
(who probably would prefer to see the British Columbia plan adopted).
we have known Wore in peacetime. We may have to live in If
the LTS doesn’t, ALCAN, which is a legal monopoly in Canada, will
a ‘garrison state’ for many years to come, under govern-- become
the dominate producer in a world cartel which will be able to
ment controls which limit our freedom. The danger is that destroy any chance of a competitive aluminum industry in the US—or
dictation by government bureaucracies will replace free in anywhere else.

itiative and teamwork in industrial life.
“The only safeguard is to see that representatives of
labor and management work closely with government direc
tors as consultants or advisors. Workers and management
know the detailed problems of their industries as bureau
crats can never know them. Their advice will make sure
that orders are practical and workable, so tliat work can
move forward with the least fiossible interference and delay,
and scope will lie left for individual judgement by those with
experience in the industry.
“When people are left free to use their own initiative
they will find the best ways to promote the common pur
pose.”

Thursday, February 22, 1951 ’

Comment On World Events
One of the terrible facts about the arms race which Communist
imperialism forces upon us is that necessarily it reduces the ability
of the United States and other nations to wage cooperative war on
hunger and poverty. Yet simply in terms of the survival of our own
nation and of democracy, It is a necessity that even at the cost of
sacrifice, we divert some thought, energy and money into cooperative
war against hunger and poverty. The first evidence of our American
intention in this direction should be prompt and gracious action to
send wheat to India.
In general, if the western democracies are to win the cold war
before it breaks into a global conflagration, they must recapture an
initiative for, peace in the minds of bewildered people.
Suppose the governments of the United States, Great Britain,
and France should answer the latest Russian note in the long and
dreary exchange of notes about conferences somewhat in this fashion:
“Yes, Marshall Stalin, we are ready for conference and we are
ready to put Germany first on the agenda. You say that you want a
united and disarmed Germany. So do we. But such a Germany must
be nobody’s puppet state and her productive capacity must be tied
to no one’s race in arms.
♦
♦
♦
“We, therefore, propose a free election following a free campaign
Germans, given a right to a free vote, will support a Communist re
gime under which since the end of the war 185,000 German prisoners
have been sent to 13 Soviet concentrtion camps, of whom some 96,000
died of starvation or were put to death. There can be no free cam
paign or free election unless you Communists will accept rigid super
vision under neutral commission with power to guarantee freedom.
A free and united Germany must be allowed to join a European Fed
eration. It must be demilitarized and its demilitarization must be put
under supervision by the United Nations.
“Peace, we are convinced, depends upon more than the demilitar
ization of Germany. It depends upon the demilitarization of the world,
the transfer of conflict from the realm of bacteriological and atomic
war to less deadly and more rational procedures. We therefore are
ready to discuss arrangements with you for that universal, foolproof
disarmament with proper provisions for international security which
President Truman advocated before the United Nations Oct. 24.”
♦
♦
♦
1 do not think that Stalin will now agree to the necessary safe
guards t<» make these proposals practicable. But io proclaim tnem to
the work! is the one way to show up the insincerity of the Communist
talk of peace and freedom. It is the one way to put Stalin on the de
fensive even behind the iron curtain. He is not immortal.
Signs of discontent in his vast Communist empire are growing.
Wo must take advantage of that situation in the realm of ideas or we
shall be defeated. What I say is perfectly consistent with the develop
ment of military strength which will persuade the men in the Kremlin
that we do not talk out of weakness,
—In London, England, unionists seeking cost-of-living wage in
creases found themselves bemused over the predicament of King
George and the royal family. The King confessed he was running into
debt because of household costs and he had exhausted his wartime
savings. Sympathetically, the Labor Government gave the King a
10' I increase and acknowledged that the King had been the only man
in the country still getting the same wages he had received before
the war.

Cavilcade
US ECONOMY

—In New York City, a city magistrate grabbed a lot of publicity
by delivering a long speech from the bench denouncing alleged gamb
ling in defense plants. Exactly two weeks later police arrested an
assistant bailiff in the same court and charged him with taking bets
in ‘open court even while trials were in session.
—In Sidney, Australia, union leaders hoped a precedent hadn’t
been set by waitresses at the Albion Hotel in nearby Cootamundra.
During a terrific heat wave the waitresses took off their dresses and
servea dinners in their bras and panties. .
—In Columbia, North Carolina, AFL and CIO officials debated
whether it would be ethical to take advantage of a proposed piece of
legislation, if it is enacted. The bill would permit trustees of a union
pension plan to “take out insurance on the lives of persons covered
by the plan.” Somehow they didn’t like the idea that tne pension fund
would be enriched as the result of (1) an insured union man dying,
(2) the halting of pension payments to the union man who died.
—In Washington, D. C., labor lobbyists began to wonder whether
the wage freeze also applied to Congressmen after discovering that
during all of January the House and the Senate filled 876 pages of
the Congressional Record with debate without passing a single bill.
—In Sacramento, Calif., came the clinching proof that Rosie the
Riveter and her World War II swing shift pals are back at. work.
City recreation officials announced they were ready to reorganize the
“weird-hour” dances starting after midnight to catch the swing and
graveyard shifts.
—In Berlin, Germany, a minor Communist Party functionary was
instructed to get on a radio quiz program that paid hard cash to win
ning contestants. The idea was that the Communist would win and
/
afterward, with a big fanfare of publicity, hand his loot from the
Labor’s misgivings over the federal control program have been capitalist radio station to the Communist Party. He got on the pro
strengthened by Economic Stabilizer Eric Johnson’s confession that gram, but someone tipped off the radio station’s director. The Com
living costs will continue to rise and contemplated rollbacks in some munist was nursed along and allowed to win an increasing amount of
industries be. more than offset by price increases in others. To be cash. But the final question was loaded. For $98 he was allowed to
sure, everything should be hunky-dory by mid-summer, but that too, pick out only one correct answer among three offered to him. The
according to Johnston, will depend on our ability to balance the bud question was: “How many slave laborers are there in Russia—4,000,000, 6,000,000. or 8,000,000 ?” The Communist stood sweating in front
get, increase productivity, tighten credit controls, and so on.
By what magic all this will come to pass, Mr. Johnston does not of the microphone and then fainted dead hway!
—In Washington, D. C., a government agency which listens to
explain. Meantime, a bitter battle is raging in Congress over the pro
posed $71.6 billion budget, with economy advocates seeking substan and records all European Communist broadcasts gave union leaders
tial cuts before new taxes are passed. Budget critics, led by Senator the text of a news commentary from the Soviet sector of Berlin on the
Byrd, contend that nonessential expenditures, that is, those not of a subject of “U. S. Women.” The commentator argued, “You will look
defense and military character,, can be pared by 6 and possibly 9 in vain at U. S. films and U. S. magazines if you want to know what
billion dollars. The administration labels such pleas mere political ej^- the average American woman looks like when she comes home from a
12-hour working day at half a man’s wages to collect her children
wash.
from an unemployed neighbor and start on all the household chores.
rt ■
Seen in the over-all picture of the national economy, there can be Only superficial observers would think the glamorous photographs of
undressed women flooding the U. S.—controlled publica
little dispute as to the need for reduction or postponement of non- beautifully
tions as typical of American womanhood. Those girls were forced by
essentials and a drastic overhauling of the government’s fiscal poli film
and press syndicates to sell their dignity for a pittance.” The
cies. With the federal debt near the $250 billion mark—it amounted Communist
commentator, in his final sentence, outfoxed himself. He
on the eve of the first world war to about $1 billion—and more deficits declared, “Thus
an intelligent opinion of those glamour pictures can
to come, the frugal-minded senior senator from Virginia is perfectly form a valuable contribution
to the truth about America.”
right in reiterating that “like Sampson’s locks our free enterprise
, —In Pittsburgh, Pa„ the police department had the first walkout
system is the source of our strength—economic and military.”
in its history. When three motorcycle patrolmen were taken off their
American free enterprise, he added, “has absorbed an awful lot bikes
and given radio room jobs without civil service examinations,
of hurtful taxes, but it cannot survive in insolvency or even in an two
cops on the telephone switchboard walked out. Result was that
atmosphere of fiscal weakness. Obviously our strength and prepared the switchboard
was jammed.
ness in all respects depend upon reduction in non-essential spending.”
—In New York City, veteran union leaders whose campaigns fin
♦
♦
♦
ally enacted the state’s unemployment compensation law 13 years ago
** More important, perhaps, than budget savings is the question of were ready to start a new campaign against chiselers. They pointed
how high taxes can be boosted before they become a brake on indus to the incredible performance of a man named Maurice DiGran who
trial incentive and grind the productive growth of the country to a recently was sentenced to a year in jail. DiGran drew unemployment
halt. Here, too, opinion varies, from President Truman’s over-optim benefits under two different names at $26 per week per name. At the
istic assurance that “we can safely pay estimated expenditures out of same time he worked as a postoffice mail-handler by Hay, and by
taxes” to the bleak assertion that American enterprise is already night as an $80-a-week clothes presser. While working at both jobs
taxed to near confiscation. What the final results of a tax system he picked up additional income as a commissioned jewelry salesman.
taking 30 cents out of every dollar earned will be, only time can tell.
To return to the economy issue, it seems to me that the defense
budget, too, could stand careful scrutiny and pruning. As a matter
WASHINGTON LABOR 4
of historical record, our military are, and have always been, profli
gate spenders. Judging by events of. the post-war era, neither their
R
^pending propensity nor their inclination to ask for far more than the
E * Just How Phony.
military situation may warrant have appreciably declined. So, when
cutting is to be done, the congressional scythe wielders must not
overlook the lush fields of military and related items.
O Can The Sneerers
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Fortunately, some members of Congress are thinking just that.
Determined to protect the taxpayer’s stake in a budget overloaded
with unproductive items, they apparently do not mind the displeasure
of the military when the public good demands it. Congressman H. R.
Gross, a Republican from Iowa, is one of those brave souls. Said he
the other day, to quote from the Congressional Record:
“There is no question but what Congress will deal liberal
ly with the military in the matter of appropriations for build
ing the armed strength of this country. But I am one of those
in Congress who insists that spending for defense is no more
sacred than for items of nondefense; that the taxpayers are
entitled to a dollar’s worth of value for every dollar expended
on the military.
“I have not forgotten that in 4 fiscal years immediately
following World War II approximately $50 billion was appro
priated supposedly to build and maintain the military estab
lishment of this nation. But when war broke in Korea, mem
bers of Congress and the citizens of this country were appall
ed to learn that only about $8.5 billion out of the $50 billion
actually went into the development of a fighting machine.
“In the light of this most recent experience Congress has
the responsibility to keep a close check on all expenditures by
ttfe military.”
♦
♦
♦
Congressman Gross’s reasoned demand merits the approval of the
working men and women not only of his home state but of the entire
nation. It is to be hoped that unions, mindful of the public clamor
for governmental economy, will spread his message imong their
membership and friends.
. By the same token, the legislator from Iowa and his colleagues
should push supervision of the military household for all it is worth.
They should make sure that the forthcoming mammoth budget is
cleared of both the underbrush of nonessentials and the overgrown
boughs of military spending so that the nation can see where it is
going. That way lies fiscal sanity, budget reconstruction and above
all the stabilization of our badly shaken economic structure. There
is no other way.
—In Cairo, Egypt, the government on Feb, 5 announced a “Royal
Decree” prohibiting all strikes and ruling that if more than three
workers stopped work for a joint purpose, they vftruld be punished by
imprisonment. Ingenious union leaders who had been planning strikes
immedaitely drew up huge lists of 300 and 400 grievances against em
ployers and assigned a single separate grievance to each couple of
union members. Consequently each two strikers had a different rea
son for striking.

"UNION MAID'

"Wa’ll have to 90 to an early movie . . .
Our local meets tonight at 9:30!”
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| By BRADFORD V.CARTER,^.

Washington (LPA)—Just how phony
the shrieking of the bus
iness boys is revealed in their failure to agree even on what they
don’t like about the way things are going here.
In the same week Herb (“Democracy Stinks”) Nelson, sneered at
“the claiphs on the Potomac,” and at “the bureaucrats” in Washing
ton, while US News & World Report was blazoning to the world that
“Businessmen Take Over Job of Running US War Economy: Each In
dustry to Deal with a Man Who Knows Its Problems.”
Nelson is the Washington lobbyist for the National Association of
Real Estate Board (NAREB), the super-duper patriots whose vision
of a beautiful work! is the world of President McKinley; who have
fought, with fang and claw, every measure designed to make life a
little better for the millions of plain Americans. In the NAREB view,
health insurance is socialism; so is any kind of rent control; so is
federal aid to education; so is public housing, or housing aid to
middle-income families, or any other welfare measure. They are
against government interference—except the handouts they have re
ceived by the millions in the form of government-insured loans for
housing, whereby Uncle Sam takes all the risks, the realty boys take
none, and the realty boys take all the profits.
Wails Nelson, in the current issue of Headlines, the NAREB’s
weekly sheet: “The last war certainly proved the futility of govern
ment meddling and planning, and still the same old faces are coming
back to play the same old pnonograph record.”
The beef in World War II was that New Deal politicians, lawyers
and economists were in the saddle—men “who had never met a pay
roll.” They were “planners and theorists.” Well, for the record, let’s
see who is running the show this time.
Top man is Charles E. Wilson, as Director of Defense Mobiliza
tion. He’s the former head of the General Electric Co., where his
salary was reported to be $3500 a week—yes, a week. He’s essentially
a production expert. No theorist is Wilson.
Wilson’s No. 1 aide is Sidney J. Weinberg, a top partner in Gold
man, Sachs & Co., $ New York investment and banking house. The
No. 2 aide is Gen. Lucius D. Clay, an army veteran, also an authority
on production, and until recently chairman of the board of Continental
Can Co.
1/
Heading the stabilization agency is Eric A. Johnston, electrical
manufacturer and distributor, for several terms president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and later president of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America. Under him, the price boss is Michael
V. DiSalle, lawyer, until recently mayor of Toledo. DiSalle’s assist
ant is Edward W. Phelps, Jr., formerly vice president of a hefty food
manufacturing and wholesale firm in the southwest. Running the
show for consumer soft goods for DiSalle is Joseph N. Kallick, mer
chandise manager for Spiegel, Inc., large Chicago mail-order firm.
Another aide is Richard L. Bowditch, head of a steamship line, a large
coal firm, and former head of the New England Council, a business
men’s group. He runs transportation, public utilities, fuel, service and
imports and exports. Handling food and restaurant prices is J. B.
Hutson, recently head of Tobacco Associates, Inc., an export trade out
fit.
Heading the wage board is Cyrus S. Ching, for many years labor
relations director for the US Rubber Co.
.
Chief on production is William H. Harrison, preaident of the In
ternational Telephone & Telegraph Co. His aide is* Manly Fleisch
mann, a lawyer, who for two years as receiver handled the Sterling
Engine Co. of Buffalo. His aides include David B. Carson, vice pres- Z
ident of Sharon Steel; Melvin W. Cole, a sales executive for Bethle- (
hem Steel; Nigel H. Bell, a vice president of Sterling Windows, Inc.; V“’
Whitman W. Hopton, an executive of an Illinois zinc firm; Marshall
M. Smith, formerly with Worthington Pump; and W. Walter Watts,
an RCA vice president. Assistant deputy petroleum administrator is
Alfred P. Frame, a vice president of Cities Service Oil Co. Directing
foreign oil operations is C. Stribling Snodgrass, a vice president of
the Bechtel Corp. Oh, yes, there are a few from government depart
ments, but it’s business executives, and not “theorists or planners,”
who are running the show.
But Herb Nelson is still not happy. Here’s his bleat: “Make no
mistake. Socialism is in the saddle now in Washington. They call it
wartime socialism to soften the blow. They intend, however, this time
it is to last.”
So Wilson, and Johnston, and Harrison, and the others, are now
pushing us into “socialism.”
Old man Carter thinks Nelson and Dave Lawrence, who puts out
the US News & World Report, should get together and decide who
they’re neutral -against. So far, their footwork is pretty sloppy.

